Different neuronal networks are associated with spikes and slow activity in hypsarrhythmia.
West syndrome is a severe epileptic encephalopathy of infancy characterized by a poor developmental outcome and hypsarrhythmia. The pathogenesis of hypsarrhythmia is insufficiently understood. We investigated eight patients with infantile spasms and hypsarrhythmia (group I) and 8 children with complex partial seizures (group II) using simultaneous recordings of electroencephalogram (EEG) and functional MRI. Hemodynamic responses to epileptiform discharges and slow wave activity (EEG delta power) were analyzed separately. In group I (mean age, 7.82 +/- 2.87 months), interictal spikes within the hypsarrhythmia were associated with positive blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) changes in the cerebral cortex (especially occipital areas). This was comparable with cortical positive BOLD responses in group II (mean age, 20.75 +/- 12.52 months). Slow wave activity in group I correlated significantly with BOLD signal in voxels, which were localized in brainstem, thalamus, as well as different cortical areas. There was no association between BOLD effect and EEG delta power in group II. Moreover, as revealed by group analysis, group I differed from group II according to correlations between BOLD signal and slow wave activity in putamen and brainstem. This study demonstrates that multifocal interictal spikes and high-amplitude slow wave activity within the hypsarrhythmia are associated with the activation of different neuronal networks. Although spikes caused a cortical activation pattern similar to that in focal epilepsies, slow wave activity produced a hypsarrhythmia-specific activation in cortex and subcortical structures such as brainstem, thalamus, and putamen.